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Note from the CEO
The Australian Timber Flooring Association 

(ATFA) welcomes you to the timber flooring 

industry’s own publication – Timber Floors.

Receiving this publication is one of the 

benefits of being an ATFA member and from 

time to time we’ll be including editorial profiles 

on our members. If you are not an ATFA member 

and have received this issue, then you’re in a 

for a treat, but you’ll need to become an ATFA 

member in order to  continue receiving this new industry publication.

Timber Floors represents a unique opportunity for the timber flooring 

industry to share visions, promote new ideas and initiatives and to promote 

itself as a highly professional industry.

Timber Floors will not only keep you abreast of products, services and events, 

it will also provide you with an opportunity to debate some of the bigger issues 

facing our industry today. It will visit topics such as the availability of timber 

resources, flooring production techniques, installation tips and quality issues, 

as well as coating production method advantages and disadvantages. 

Timber Floors will also consider areas in which we can make the industry 

better, including the issue of certification and methods of addressing defective 

timber flooring concerns more effectively.

We believe Timber Floors is the foundation for a strong system of 

communication across the industry and we look forward to your involvement. 

We trust you will enjoy this issue and welcome any feedback you may have.

Randy Flierman, CEO
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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Current trends in timber flooring
Hardwood timber has always 

been a popular flooring option in 

both residential and commercial 

environments. As the choice of styles 

and applications continues to evolve, 

a number of trends have recently 

emerged.

A significant trend is the demand 

for high feature flooring. No longer a 

low profile covering with a consistent 

colour and grain, the floor has become 

an architectural feature, with details 

and patterns becoming increasingly 

popular both in residential and 

commercial applications.

In particular, there is a growing 

demand for high feature flooring that 

showcases the natural variations 

found in hardwood timbers.

Lighter coloured floors continue to 

be popular in Australia, as they are 

easy to keep clean and are available 

in a wide range of timber species 

including Stringybark, New England 

Oak and Tasmanian Oak. 

Bamboo, a fairly recent timber 

flooring option, is also experiencing 

greater demand, particularly because 

of its environmental credentials and 

modern appearance.

Trends in board widths are also 

changing as the clean, contemporary 

look of wide timber floors enjoys a rise 

in popularity. 

The trend towards engineered 

floors continues to gain momentum. 

As they are usually pre-finished, 

engineered floors generally require no 

New England Oak flooring
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Bamboo flooring



Timber Manufacturers and Suppliers
Flooring - Tongue and groove strip, overlay, parquetry

Specialised and Contract Machining
Architrave, Skirting and Wall Lining

Door Jambs
Outdoor settings - Celery Top pine, Treated Radiata 

Garden Stakes 
Decking

Gift Boxes

Stocked species
Tasmanian Oak | Celery Top Pine | Myrtle | Blackwood |

Sassafras | Huon Pine | Radiata Pine | Jarrah | Spotted Gum

Plus many other species available from suppliers world wide

Oakdale Industries
4C Bounty Street Warrane Tas 7018
PO Box 205 Rosny Park Tas 7018

phone (03) 6244 2277 fax (03) 6244 5237 ABN 44 055 920 306
email oakdale@oakenterprises.com.au

www.oakenterprises.com.au

Oakdale Industries
a division of Oak Enterprises

Oakdale_85x134.indd   1 31/5/07   2:02:18 PM
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THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals 

Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value 

SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
• Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for 

finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big 

machine on the market

TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
• Unique planetary motion, more power and 

pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing 

machine on the market

Head Office: 25 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180 
Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine VIC 3043
With distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS.

Freecall 1800 880 888
www.lagler.com.au    

Australian Beech, high feature grade

on-site sanding or finishing, making 

installation a much simpler process.

General interior design trends have 

recently had an impact on flooring 

trends. One of the latest interior 

paint trends is the application of 

subtle low gloss finishes, which give 

a more contemporary appearance. 

Flooring has followed suit, with an 

increase in the application of matt and 

satin polyurethane finishes that are 

easier to clean and maintain. Tung 

oil in particular, finished to a matt or 

semi-gloss appearance is becoming a 

popular choice.   The oil does not bond 

to the surface of the timber, thereby 

allowing the boards to shrink and 

expand naturally.

While trends will always change, 

timber remains the floor of choice, and 

is unlikely to go out of style. f

“...there is a growing demand 

for high feature flooring that 

showcases the natural variations 

found in hardwood timbers.”



Species feature: Spotted Gum 

Image used with permission from Boral Timber Flooring

The Spotted Gum is a tall tree 

growing up to 50 metres in height. 

A large hardwood, the tree sheds 

elliptical strips of bark as it weathers, 

deriving its common name from 

the resulting mottled or spotted 

appearance. Spotted Gum is a 

beautiful species, perfect for flooring, 

that is sought after for both its colour 

and density.

The heartwood is durable (class 

2) and ranges in colour from very 

pale brown through to dark brown 

with slightly orange or green tints 

and some lighter variations. The 

sapwood is distinctly paler than the 

truewood. Often interlocked, the grain 

appears wavy, featuring a distinctive 

‘fiddleback’ figure and gum veins.

Spotted Gum is very dense with 

excellent mechanical properties. The 

raw timber has a slightly greasy feel, 

a property which is well regarded and 

utilised in tool handles.

It is quite a common species, 

growing in an area extending from 

the New South Wales/Victorian 

border to the Maryborough district in 

Queensland.

Spotted Gum is as much at home 

in rustic interior designs as it is in 

minimalistic schemes. Its level of 

hardness (with a janka rating of 11) 

makes it popular for commercial 

applications such as gymnasiums and 

basketball courts.  f
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SPECIES FACTS

Common name Spotted Gum

Botanical name corymbia maculata,  

  corymbia citriodora

Growing region Coastal NSW and   

  south east QLD

Janka rating 11



Contact ATFA today on (07) 5492 8696 to obtain 
your application form or download one from 
our website www.atfa.com.au

ATFA is your professional and peak national 
body for the Timber Flooring Industry. 
It’s working non-stop to help your business be 
more profitable, professional and publicised.

These are some of the great reasons to join
• One national voice for the industry, working with the community and with Government 

agencies with a simple one member – one vote system of membership and a defined 

code of conduct.

• Continual information provided through professional staff and a range of media 

including regular electronic bulletins, meetings and our highly informative website.

• The “Timber Flooring” book: regarded as the standard for timber flooring within 

Australia. A copy is provided free to members.

• Expert publications: “Timber Flooring Problems – Causes and Remedial Measures”. 

A copy is provided free to members.

• A nationally standardised contract, invoice and quote available to all members; can be 

tailored to include your business information and logo.

• A national floor inspection system with consistent and objective reporting.

• Information sheets available to members for use with customers or directly for 

consumer advice.

• Our website, www.atfa.com.au, includes a wealth of information, a members’ only 

section and ‘find a member’ search function that promotes members to potential 

customers.

Australian Timber Flooring Association
11 Oleander Avenue 
Shelly Beach Queensland 4551
ABN 16 524 524 226

ph 07 5492 8696
mobile 0409 878 093
admin@atfa.com.au
www.atfa.com.au

privileges
Membership has its

ATF2071_fullpageAD.indd   1 10/7/07   6:54:46 PM
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It wasn’t quite the fourth of July, 

but it was damn close, as seven 

highly regarded hardwood flooring 

instructors made their way across 

the Pacific, from the USA, to run the 

ATFA’s first Installation, Sand and 

Finish School at the end of June.

Led by the world famous Daniel 

Boone (no he doesn’t wear a coonskin 

hat!), the crew set to work the minute 

they landed in Melbourne, building a 

flooring arena made up of six massive 

workstations, each 40m2, grandstands 

and a classroom. This became the 

home for the willing students over the 

duration of the course.

A third generation “floor man”, 

Daniel is the lead instructor for many 

hardwood flooring schools all over the 

US and the world, including places 

such as Hong Kong, Thailand, Japan, 

Mexico and now Australia.

This was Daniel’s second visit to 

our shores, and he claimed that the 

participants at this Australian school 

were amongst the best he had ever 

worked with. “They are so keen to 

learn, and so dedicated to their trade 

– it was a pleasure working with them,” 

he said.

Forty installers, manufacturers and 

distributors flew in from around the 

country and New Zealand to attend the 

three-day course held in Melbourne.

Seeing new techniques and different 

work procedures that are used in the 

US, helped the local installers view the 

process through entirely different eyes.

Wayne Cutajar from Be Floored said, 

“It’s the little things that you pick up 

that make it worthwhile. Everyday, 

when you’re on the job, it’s easy to 

miss the obvious. These guys show you 

something simple and you think ‘why 

didn’t I do that before, it’s so easy?’”

The next Installation, Sand and 

Finish School is planned for April 2008. 

For more details contact the ATFA. f

First American/Australian training 
school a huge success 

 The ATFA would like to thank the 

following companies for their kind 

donations to the first Installation, Sand 

and Finish School. Without the support 

from the Industry this school would not 

be possible.  

EDUCATION PARTNERS 
Be Floored 
Big River Timber 
Boral Timber Flooring 
Bostik 
Festool 
Gunns 
Lagler Australia
Nilfisk Alto 
Norton 
Oakdale industries 
Orica Woodcare
Premium Floors 
Primatech 
Selley’s
SIA Abrasives 
Synteco 
Timbermate
 
USA CONTRIBUTORS 
Powernail 
Coates and Associates 
Clarke American Sanders 
Woodwise 
W.D. Hardwoods 
3M 
Oshkosh Designs

Head Instructor

Daniel Boone, Everwood Floors

US Instructors

• Wayne Lee, Clarke American 

Sanders

• Jack Campbell, Campbell & Co 

Hardwood Floors

• Frank Kroupa, NWFA

• John Goss, Woodwise

• Todd MacDonald, WD Hardwoods

• Christine Coates, Coates & Assoc.





Technical feature: Acclimatisation 

Timber is a natural product that expands and contracts 

with seasonal changes and is affected by the moisture 

content of the air. The moisture content of timber is the 

percentage weight of water present in the timber compared 

to the weight of the timber with all water removed. 

Moisture content varies with changes in humidity and 

temperature in the surrounding air.

It is important to remember that small seasonal changes 

in timber flooring are considered normal and small gaps 

that open up during dry periods are not considered a defect.

To minimise the movement of a hardwood floor caused by 

swelling on moisture uptake and shrinking on moisture loss, 

it is important to lay boards that are close to the average 

moisture content of the environment in which it is to be laid.

Site assessment

Every site requires climate assessment prior to the 

installation of a timber floor. It is important to know the 

long term relative humidity for the area where the floor is to 

be installed. Relative humidity (RH) is the major influence 

determining whether solid timber flooring will absorb 

moisture from the air and swell, or whether it will lose 

moisture and shrink. 

If the moisture content of the timber floor is close to 

the average long term relative humidity for the area then 

subsequent seasonal changes will be minimal. However, if 

the long term relative humidity for the area is significantly 

different from that of the timber flooring, seasonal changes 

in the moisture content of the floor can create problems. 

The local site climate can be assessed using data from the 

Australian Bureau of Meteorology website at  

www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages. Approximate average 

equilibrium moisture content (EMC) is provided for each 

climate in Australia. EMC is the moisture content that timber 

will reach under set conditions of relative humidity and 

temperature. 

Where seasonal variations are greater, seasonal 

movement (shrinkage and swelling) can be expected to be 

greater also. Areas that experience high levels of seasonal 

variation require greater allowance for floor expansion at the 

time of installation.
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1.0 - A simple guide to whether acclimatisation is necessary is provided in the flow chart below

Flooring normally 

supplied at an 

average moisture 

content of  

10% to 12.5%

LAY 
 FLOORING

MOIST IN-SERVICE ENVIRONMENT
• Expected average mc 12.5% to 15%

NORMAL IN-SERVICE ENVIRONMENT
• Expected average mc 10% to 12.5%

DRY IN-SERVICE ENVIRONMENT
• Expected average mc 8% to 10%

Laid in a

Laid in a

Laid in a

Allow for future expansion  
• additional expansion allowance  
• acclimatisation

No special  
consideration

Allow for future shrinkage  
• acclimatisation

10 4.6 5.5 6.3 7.1 7.9 8.7 9.5 10.4 11.3 12.4 13.5 14.9 16.5 18.5

16 4.6 5.4 6.2 7.0 7.8 8.6 9.4 10.2 11.1 12.1 13.3 14.6 16.2 18.2

21 4.5 5.4 6.2 6.9 7.7 8.5 9.2 10.1 11.0 12.0 13.1 14.4 16.0 17.9

27 4.4 5.3 6.1 6.8 7.6 8.3 9.1 9.9 10.8 11.7 12.9 14.2 15.7 17.7

32 4.3 5.1 5.9 6.7 7.4 8.1 8.9 9.7 10.5 11.5 12.6 13.9 15.4 17.3

38 4.2 5.0 5.8 6.5 7.2 7.9 8.7 9.5 10.3 11.2 12.3 13.6 15.1 17.0

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

Relative Humidity (percent)

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 (˚
C

)

1.1 - Moisture content of wood at various temperatures and relative humidity readings

Chart taken from Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering material, (Agriculture Handbook 72), Forest products Laboratory, US Department of Agriculture

Always follow the 

timber flooring 

manufacturer’s 

recommendations 

on acclimatisation.



The site should also be assessed for adequate 

subfloor ventilation. This is a very important factor in 

reducing expansion and cupping of hardwood timber 

flooring. Where humidity beneath a floor remains 

high, the boards will absorb moisture and expand and 

possibly cup on the surface. 

Installation, moisture content and acclimatisation

Solid hardwood timber flooring is kiln dried to 

approximately 10-12% moisture content. 

Where the average supplied moisture content of 

the flooring is near the expected average in-service 

moisture content, acclimatisation of the hardwood 

boards is not necessary.

Where conditions are drier, such as inland areas 

or air conditioned buildings, or where conditions are 

humid, such as in coastal areas or elevated regions, 

flooring may need to be acclimatised on site. Refer to 

diagram 1.0 on page 10.

Acclimatisation is the process of allowing partial 

equalisation of the moisture content of the hardwood 

timber flooring when supplied, to the moisture content 

of the surrounding environment in which the timber is 

to be installed. Please note that the rate of moisture 

uptake varies from species to species.

Acclimatisation relies on each individual board being 

exposed to the in-service atmosphere, therefore packs 

must be opened and restacked in a way that allows air 

to flow freely between each board.

Acclimatisation can only be effective in dry locations 

during dry periods or in an air conditioned building if the 

air conditioning is operating at the time. 

Acclimatisation is only complete when the moisture 

content of the timber flooring is equal to the RH in 

the environment. This usually takes about 14 days for 

19mm flooring, but the time may vary depending on the 

species used and the weather conditions. To check that 

the timber flooring has reached this point it should be 

moisture tested with an appropriate timber moisture 

meter. This reading can then be compared to the RH 

using the graph on page 10. f

Australian Solar Timbers (AST) is Australia’s premium 

specialist manufacturer of Australian hardwood flooring, 

with an industry history dating back to 1919.

Since pioneering the solar kiln-drying process of hardwood 

flooring in the early 1990s at Kempsey on the NSW mid north 

coast, AST has continued to adapt and to pioneer change.

By investing in leading edge technology in its sawing and 

processing systems, AST has emerged as the nation’s most 

modern, innovative and environmentally sound hardwood-

flooring producer.

AST has a commitment to environmental sustainability and 

excellence for its products, mainly sourcing its timber from 

Forests NSW sustainably managed regrowth certified forests.  

Each log is used to its maximum potential through innovative 

environmentally sound techniques and processes that ensure 

efficiency, consistency and quality in production. 

The introduction of solar kiln drying, a process which 

produces higher quality products and fewer green house 

emissions by replacing fossil fuels with the power of the sun, 

demonstrates AST’s commitment to both quality and  

the environment.

AST processes 16 different northern New South Wales 

species - timbers unique in their beauty, natural features 

and hardness. The company produces TimberLay® 80x12mm 

tongue and groove overlay, 19mm tongue and groove end-

matched flooring, and solid block parquetry, all certified 

under the ATIC scheme of quality control.

For further information, visit www.astfloors.com.au f

Member Profile:
Australian Solar 
Timbers
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Overwhelming response to  
the ATFA 2007 Convention

The ATFA 2007 Convention in Sydney is set to be the 

largest ever timber flooring exhibition and conference held 

in Australia with a record number of exhibitors displaying 

the latest products and a variety of educational conference 

sessions available.

The convention will set the benchmark for professional 

development in the Australian timber flooring industry 

and in addition to the conference, will feature a range of 

international timber flooring specialists from the USA and 

Germany, who will provide live demonstrations during  

the exhibition.

The ATFA Convention Chairman, Mr Cameron Luke is 

naturally delighted with the response so far.

“There’s been an incredibly enthusiastic response that tells 

us that the industry is right behind the association as we lead 

into our major event for the year,” said Mr Luke.

‘I think the decision to stage a national education 

conference is supported by the whole industry, which realises 

that a more skilled and knowledgeable timber flooring sector 

means more satisfied customers. This ultimately leads to 

more sales,” Mr Luke explained.

The convention will start on 10 October, with a golf day, the 

ATFA Annual General Meeting (open to all ATFA members) 

and a cocktail reception in the evening.

As well as the Timber Flooring Expo, a variety of 

educational conference sessions will be available, during  

11 - 12 October, covering such diverse topics as the future 

of the flooring industry, dispute resolution and training and 

apprenticeships for the timber flooring industry.

The convention will finish on Friday 12 October with the 

first ever ATFA convention dinner and awards presentation 

evening. The key note speaker is former Australian Test 

cricketer Michael Slater.

For registration and more details on the ATFA 2007 

Convention visit  www.atfa.com.au f
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Available in:

Other species also available 
in various sizes:

Tasmanian Oak
Flooring



Access to the skills and expertise of the 
Australian timber and timber flooring 
industry insurance experts.

Timely advice regarding new legislation or 
other occurrences and its effect on your 
business.

Support of your industry through donations 
to ATFA from our commission income.

For further information and to take advantage 
of these exclusive benefits, contact Brian Atkin 
or Bob Dawson on (08) 9420 8000, or visit 
www.sasglobal.com.au/ATFA

•

•

•

0
7

_0
1

1
5

SAS Global Insurance Broking (formerly Lawsons) 
has teamed with ATFA to develop a comprehensive 
insurance solution for ATFA members.

As the acknowledged insurance experts in your 
sector, we will deliver a simple, easy to manage 
and cost effective insurance solution for your 
business.

The exclusive benefits for ATFA members of 
placing your insurance through SAS Global 
include:

Specific products which provide 
comprehensive and more cost-effective cover.

Keeping your insurance costs down through 
the buying power of the ATFA membership.

Saving you time and money by placing all your 
insurance through one specialist broker.

•

•

•

Innovative and cost effective 
insurance solutions for 
ATFA members

Maximising the value of your 
ATFA membership

In a litigious society, a 

comprehensive insurance program 

is essential for protecting your 

wealth, livelihood and personal 

assets.  Formerly Lawsons Insurance 

Broking, SAS Global Insurance 

Broking – the appointed insurance 

broker of the ATFA - is a solutions 

based organisation committed to 

problem solving and responding to the 

essential needs of ATFA members.

 In conjunction with ATFA, the team 

of professionals at SAS has developed 

an exclusive policy, complete with 

competitive premiums, tailored for  

our members.  

 Just some of the covers available 

include liability, motor vehicle, 

property, business interruption, 

workers’ compensation (in applicable 

states) and journey cover. 

The policy is packaged according to 

your needs, saving time and money.

Supported by the skills and 

experience of SAS you will receive a 

level of service second to none – no 

matter what the size or complexity of 

your business.  

 As part of its ongoing commitment 

to ATFA and the industry, SAS also 

provides financial support to the 

association to enable us to fulfil our 

objective of developing a level of quality 

and professional service to  

the community.

 To take advantage of the exclusive 

member savings, contact Brian Atkin 

or Bob Dawson at SAS on 08 9420 8000 

or visit www.sasglobal.com.au/ATFA. f
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If you’re serious about environmentally 
sustainable building products then 
we invite you to take a close look at 
Style’s range of innovative, patented, 
Stand Woven Bamboo fl ooring 
products.

Our pre-fi nished fl ooring includes 
the exciting, DIY fl oating fl oor, Style 
Lock a 130 mm wide single plank, 
incorporating the world famous 
patented Uniclic locking system. 

No glue, no nails, no messy sanding 
or coating required.

This exciting new fl ooring range is 
ideally suited to demanding build 
environments whether domestic and 
multi-residential construction, high 
traffi c commercial areas and exciting 
retail fi t outs.  

With environmental credentials 
second to none and a range of unique 

benefi ts the choice is simple, 
Style Lock.

Reseller enquiries welcome.

(Australian Patent AU2002300410)

Environmentally Sustainable      

Allergy Free

Pre-fi nished                                

3 Natural Colours

Tough and Durable

Easy Installation                       

Australian Owned           

Patented Uniclic Locking            

Termite Resistant

Style Lock - a natural, renewable fl ooring alternative.

Style Australasia ph: + 61 3 9528 2065  
e: info@styleaustralasia.com www.stylelimited.com



Have you ever wondered why you can sand cupping out 

of one floor and it remains flat, while in other instances 

you have further problems down the track? If cupping has 

been sanded out of a floor that has become substantially 

wet, irrespective of what it has been laid over, crowning is 

generally the outcome.

Here is a typical example: a hardwood floor was sanded 

and polished; however, when some additional plumbing work 

was done, water leaked for some time across a section of 

the floor. The moisture penetrated through board joints and 

was trapped between the lower surface of the flooring and 

particleboard beneath. Within a short period of time cupping 

was apparent in this area of the floor. The floor was left to 

dry for some weeks and when considered quite dry on the 

surface, the whole floor was re-sanded to be flat throughout. 

The sanding was undertaken even though cupping was still 

present in the moisture affected area. After re-finishing, it 

looked a million dollars again. Gradually over the next few 

months, however, the washboard effect associated with 

crowning appeared.

Remember: just because flooring looks dry on the surface 

it doesn’t mean that it is underneath. Capacitance moisture 

meters pick up wet areas with relative ease but even 

resistance meters with short pins can be used effectively. 

Simply drive two fine nails, spaced at your meter’s pin 

spacing, through to near the lower surface of the board, 

and take the reading off the nails. With high density timbers 

it may be necessary to pre-drill holes. If crowning is likely, 

measurements will reveal significantly higher moisture 

contents beneath the surface. 

Swelling in the moisture affected area may be apparent, 

particularly with higher density timbers that are more likely 

to have swollen after installation. Ten consecutive boards 

in the moisture affected area can be compared to areas not 

affected. There may be five or more millimetres of expansion 

in the moisture affected area. Drying of the floor would 

therefore result in wider gapping in this area compared to 

other areas of the floor.

So what should have been done? There have been instances 

where moisture affected cupped floors over particleboard or 

plywood have been left for six to eight months and the boards 

have dried naturally, almost all the cupping has gone and 

the residual gapping is minor in nature. In such instances 

sanding and re-finishing is all that is needed. However, in 

many instances such a time frame is not acceptable and in 

such cases both the moisture affected flooring and sub-floor 

have to be replaced. Ensure all moisture affected material is 

removed. Leaving a few boards with minor cupping can result 

in minor, but quite noticeable crowning in those boards, some 

time down the track. Also remember that moisture meters 

are not reliable in particleboard or plywood and if some of the 

sub-floor is dried and is to remain, oven dry moisture content 

testing of the sub-floor should be undertaken. f

Natural Excellence in 
Hardwood Flooring
Solar Kiln Dried Specialist Manufacturers of:
➤ 19mm Hardwood Strip Flooring
➤ TimberLay® 80x12mm Overlay Flooring
➤ Solid Block Parquetry

Troubleshooting 
crowning

If it’s not marked NOFMA, it’s not certified.  BEHAVIOR OF FLOORING 

Cupping and Crowning 

Cupped Floor 
STEP 1. Flooring absorbing excessive moisture on the underside causes expansion and 

cupping with the edges raised. 

Flooring Sanded Flat 
STEP 2.  Floor is sanded flat while at the higher moisture content, resulting in strips with 

thinner edges. 

Crowned Flooring 
STEP 3.   Flooring loses some excess moisture, shrinks on the underside and flattens, 

leaving the edges of strips lower than the centers. 

        T: 901.526.5016     W: www.nofma.org
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Australian Timber Floor of the Year
2007 call for entries

The annual Australian Timber Floor 

of the Year competition will be held 

again in conjunction with the 2007 ATFA 

Convention Conference and Exhibition in 

Sydney during October. 

The competition rewards flooring 

contractors by providing them with 

an opportunity to present their 

workmanship to the entire Australian 

timber flooring industry, and in turn 

receive recognition for that work. 

The competition is open to all 

flooring contractors with a commercial 

or domestic timber floor completed 

between August 2006 and August 2007.  

What will I win? 

There are two categories: Residential 

Floor of the Year and Commercial Floor 

of the Year. The winner in each category 

will receive a trophy, framed certificate 

and a $500 cash prize as well as 

prominent coverage in leading industry 

magazines, including Timber Floors 

Magazine. 

How will the winner be decided? 

The Australian Timber Floor of the Year 

award is chosen by timber flooring 

industry peers. Visitors to the 2007 ATFA 

Convention will have the opportunity to 

vote for their favourite floor. The floor 

with the most votes in each category 

will be awarded the title of ‘Australian 

Floor of the Year’. Only visitors to the 

convention will be eligible to vote.

Entry forms are available from the 

ATFA website at www.atfa.com.au  f

Main image: Winner 2005 

Residential Floor of the Year  

installed by Northern Suburbs 

Timber Flooring

Inset above: Winner 2006 

Residential Floor of the Year supplied 

by Big River Timber and installed by 

Proline Timber Flooring.

Inset right:  Winner 2006 

Commercial Floor of the Year, 

installed by Mariposa  

Hardwood Flooring



A regular feature of Timber Floors Magazine will be “Ask the 

Experts”, a column dedicated to the answering of flooring related 

questions by our panel of industry experts. No matter what your 

question, we know we have access to the people in Australia and 

around the world to give you sensible, usable solutions. If you 

have a question, email the editor at editor@atfa.com.au

During winter the floor finish I use takes a lot longer to dry – is 

there anything I can do to speed this up? MB

In general, as coatings dry they put off vapour into the 

surrounding air. As cold air holds less vapour, drying takes 

longer. Most manufactures will tell you to promote air flow (after 

the coating has skinned over). This helps refresh the air and 

increase the amount of vapour it can hold. Another trick is to 

place floor fans facing the timber floor to increase airflow – but 

remember the air has to go somewhere so it’s important that an 

outside window is opened. Always remember that the coating 

must skin over before increased airflow is promoted, to ensure 

that dust and other nasties don’t get stuck in the finish. DW

Is there an advantage in gluing as well as secret nailing 85mm 

flooring? I have asked many people and got many different 

answers. NS

I think there are two parts to this question – firstly “should we 

glue flooring?” and secondly “what type of adhesive should  

be used?”. Independent testing in Australia has shown that 

applying adhesive and secret nailing a floor will greatly reduce 

the movement in the timber as it goes through normal climatic 

changes. So the easy answer is yes – but you should always 

check with the flooring manufacturer for recommendations. 

This is also true when considering what type of adhesive to 

use. Most manufacturers have a type and brand of adhesive 

they recommend, normally because their products have been 

extensively and specifically tested with it. DW 

Ask the experts: tips from the trade

8” and 12” 
belt sanders

Elite 3 edger

Freecall: 1800 226 888
Email nstf@nstimberflooring.com.au

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

parts • service • leasing available

Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring
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Independent testing in Australia 
has shown that applying adhesive 
and secret nailing a floor will 
greatly reduce the movement 
in the timber as it goes through 
normal climatic changes.



Today, the hardwood flooring contractor has more 

resources at his disposal than ever before. Our industry has 

worked hard to educate contractors and develop standard 

procedures to obtain nearly flawless hardwood floors. Despite 

that effort, contractors remain who are either uneducated 

or who choose to ignore these procedures for the sake of 

cutting corners and saving time. For this reason, I am taking 

the time to discuss some basic fundamentals I feel every 

contractor should adhere to. Here are the top five things I see 

contractors overlook when it comes to finishing hardwood 

floors on a job site.

1) Floor finishing is controlled by you, the contractor.

Most builders and homeowners would love to design your 

schedule to accommodate their needs. As the contractor, you 

should control the process (following the directions of the 

manufacturer whose product you are using). This may mean 

waiting for the job-site conditions to become acceptable or 

allowing the finish adequate time to properly cure. Don’t give 

in to unreasonable requests. Stay adamant—this will save grief 

for both you and your customer.

2) Stay within system boundaries. 

Keep the various finish products you’ll be using within a 

“system” from the same manufacturer and use reputable 

products by industry-recognised manufacturers. Understand 

the applications and limitations of the product you are 

using and what it is compatible with. If in doubt, call the 

manufacturer’s technical support before you put any finish 

down. Use only products made specifically for wood flooring 

- cabinet and furniture products are different from the types 

of products you should use on a wood floor. Wood flooring 

products are designed to work even with the tough demands of 

everyday foot traffic.

3) Understand and comply with VOC* regulations. 

In today’s industry, we should all be complying with VOC 

regulations, whether we want to or not. A manufacturer who 

does not comply may have to pay an exceedance fee. Few 

companies are exempt. Most products today are within VOC 

limits, however, in some situations there are exceptions. A 

VOC-compliant product simply means that it has a lower 

solvent content. This does not necessarily mean that the 

product will take longer to dry. There are plenty of well-

engineered, VOC-compliant products in our industry designed 

to dry efficiently. Don’t attempt to use products outside our 

industry or mix products with a higher solvent content. It could 

get you into trouble with the floor, not to mention possibly 

break the law.

4) Have adequate ventilation. 

Inadequate ventilation not only creates an irritating odour, it 

can cause the finish to fail. Solvents have to disperse out from 

stains and finishes, and for this reason provisions must be 

made to effectively ventilate the rooms after finish application. 

Sometimes the smell of a finish lasts a long time or a finish 

dulls and prematurely wears. 

These problems can all be caused by the inability of the 

finish to properly cure due to the lack of ventilation. These 

problems are also common in cases where there is finish 

incompatibility or too little dry time between multiple coats of 

finish. As the top layer of finish dries, it creates a membrane. 

The membrane allows the transfer of gas (solvent) to expel only 

if there is adequate ventilation. When there is not adequate 

ventilation, the membrane begins to close and seal, thus 

trapping solvent in the finish. 

While applying the finish, make sure it is not exposed to 

A strong finish: 
tips to achieve a perfect finish
by Paul Ruiz, writing for Hardwood Floors Magazine, USA January 2007 issue
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Paul Ruiz is project coordinator/salesperson at Crystal Lake 

Illinois-based Ridgefield Industries. This article is printed with 

permission from Hardwood Floors Magazine, USA.

contamination such as debris blowing into the room (turning 

off the HVAC system is usually recommended). Also watch for 

drafts flowing across the surface of the floor prior to the setup 

of the finish, which can cause a wavy, rough appearance in the 

finish. Once the application process is complete and the finish 

begins to set, a window or door may be opened and the HVAC 

system turned back on. 

To properly ventilate an area, the contractor must provide 

both an entry and an exit for air. This is achieved by opening 

windows or doors at opposite ends of the dwelling, which 

creates a push-pull effect.

5) Allow adequate dry time. 

Do not sandwich multiple coats in too little time. Understand 

the properties of your product and read the directions for dry 

times between coats. Often, it is the need for speed that turns 

an otherwise profitable job into a nightmare. Remember that it 

takes more than twice as long to re-sand and start over. Loss 

of money and reputation is all a contractor stands to gain by 

trying to speed up the process. This statement bears repeating 

over and over! Calculate the necessary time in the beginning of 

the bid process, and inform your customer of what it will take 

to successfully complete the job. It is up to you, the contractor, 

to achieve the perfect results. Your pride, reputation and 

livelihood depend upon your ability to make the right decisions. 

Do not be afraid to educate your customers before you 

even start the job. Then, politely insist on their cooperation 

throughout the entire process. Remember, our industry has a 

wealth of experience and expertise to assist you, so seek out 

the information you need from the experts, whether they’re 

from your local distributor, the manufacturer of your products 

or the NWFA. You will never regret the extra effort it took to do 

the job right. f

* Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are organic chemical 

compounds that have high enough vapour pressures under normal 

conditions to significantly vaporise and enter the atmosphere. While 

VOC levels are currently not governed by Australian law, some building 

sites, developers and architects are beginning to take note and are 

asking for the VOC of products used. 
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Embelton Flooring manufactures 
and distributes a complete range of

products and equipment for the 
flooring industry

Embelton Flooring 
ACN 004 251 861

ANNOUNCE TWO 
NEW STORE OPENINGS...
Western Australia
31 Sundercombe St,
Osborne Park 6017
Tel: (08) 9204 1300

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel: (07) 3359 7100

Victoria –  Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel: (03) 9350 2811

Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel: (03) 9545 6499

New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel: (02) 9748 3188

• Parquetry
• Cork
• Floating Floors
• Solid Strip Timber Flooring
• Sound Insulation Matting
• Adhesives for Timber Installations
• Sanding Products
• Polyurethanes / Coatings
• Tools and Machinery

• Parquetry
• Cork
• Floating Floors
• Solid Strip Timber Flooring
• Sound Insulation Matting
• Adhesives for Timber Installations
• Sanding Products
• Polyurethanes / Coatings
• Tools and Machinery

Flooring Products v2:Layout 1  5/6/07  9:43 AM  Page 1

“Keep the various finish products you’ll 
be using within a “system” from the 
same manufacturer and use reputable 
products by industry-recognised 
manufacturers.”



Boral Timber Flooring launches 
new Mountain Range

Boral Timber has launched 

the Mountain Range, consisting 

of seven solid native hardwood 

species providing an array of choice 

for contemporary and traditional 

Australian homes as well as 

commercial environments. The launch 

is in support of the growing trend to 

lighter species over the last few years 

as lifestyles lean towards open plan 

living spaces.

The seven species featured in the 

timber flooring range are New England 

Oak, Messmate, Australian Beech, 

Stringybark, Ribbon Gum, Spotted Gum 

and New England Blackbutt. 

The selection of timbers ranges from 

light creams and yellows to reds and 

rich chocolate browns offering colour 

hues to complement all finishes and 

furnishings.

All timbers in the Mountain Range 

are sourced from sustainably managed 

forests in Australia. Boral is dedicated 

to supporting good forestry practices 

and ensuring that its timber flooring 

products are used as efficiently as 

possible. 

The launch of the Mountain Range 

is supported with a new 16-page 

brochure being distributed via 

resellers, together with colour fan 

decks. Boral has also designed a 

‘how-to-sell’ guide for sales teams, 

providing bullet points of the key 

elements to bear in mind when talking 

to consumers. 

For further details phone  

1800 818 317 or visit the website at  

www.boraltimberflooring.com.au f

Stringybark, Classic grade

New England Oak
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Stringybark

Messmate



30 August 2007 
Entries close for the 2007 Australian 
Timber Floor of the Year Awards

10 October 2007 
Australian Timber Flooring 
Association’s Annual General 
Meeting

11 - 12 October 2007 
ATFA Convention and Timber 
Flooring Exhibition, Royal Randwick 
Racecourse, Sydney

11 - 13 March 2008 
Domotex Asia/Chinafloor - Shanghai 

26 - 28 March 2008 
NWFA Convention 
Fort Lauderdale Florida, USA

Product profile: Aboritec
Aboritec is a high-solid, non-toxic water based polyurethane 

floor coating, which, unlike the more commonly used high-

solvent floor coatings, offers the timber flooring industry an 

environmentally friendly alternative, a choice that the market is 

increasingly asking for.

The added advantages of Aboritec are that it is UV resistant 

and extremely hard wearing and offers quicker curing times.  

Aboritec’s technology has resulted in a product that is longer 

lasting, safer and better looking.

Aboritec Compo is a two-pack commercial product that can 

also be used in high traffic domestic situations. Arboritec Unic is a 

domestic product that can also be used in some small commercial 

situations.

With some of the most durable water based coatings in the 

world, Swedish based Aboritec has been quick to attract the 

attention of the European market, supplying 40% of the Swedish 

market and over 21 export markets.  

Aboritec has been available in Australia for the past  

three years, and has enjoyed increasing popularity with  

floor sanders and end users alike, thanks to both its  

eco-friendliness and its durability.

Aboritec has been used by the Marriot Hotel Brisbane City, 

Brisbane State High, west end Brisbane, the Noosa Community 

Centre at Noosa Heads and the recently refurbished Beachside Art 

Gallery, Noosa Heads.

For your distributor call Portugal Cork on 07 3343 7677 or for 

further information visit www.aboritec.se f

AT
FA
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Project feature:
Lamaro’s in Melbourne

When Pam Lamaro, owner of the 

old Bayview Hotel in South Melbourne 

was making plans for a major 

renovation, a full-featured timber 

floor was one of the main interior 

design specifications that she, the 

builder and the interior designer 

agreed on.

The solid hardwood timber floor is 

Blackbutt wide board in Australiana 

grade. The 225 x 30mm boards were 

custom machined to specifications for 

the project.

“The owner looked at a number of 

samples of recycled timber in various 

species but settled on Blackbutt 

Australiana because she wanted a 

floor of character with interesting 

grain, growth rings and other natural 

features, rather than a minimalist 

floor,” says builder Peter Cusack. “The 

30mm thick boards have a very good 

solid feel.”

“We love Blackbutt because it is 

a natural product and it is so warm 

and welcoming in colour and texture,” 

says owner Pam Lamaro. “People 

constantly make comments about  

its character.”

The subfloor was a concrete 

structural slab with a plastic 

membrane on top to prevent moisture 

rising from the slab. Hardwood battens 

were fixed with masonry anchors and 

then topped with a 15mm plywood 

substrate. The flooring boards were 

mass glued using Bostik Ultraset  

and nailed. f

Lamaro’s, Melbourne

The floor at Lamaro’s was 

supplied by ATFA Foundation 

member Tait Timber Flooring 

Centre and installed, sanded and 

finished by another foundation 

member, Be Floored.

A project by ATFA Foundation members 
Tait Timber Flooring Centre and Be Floored
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At the heart of every good installation are the professional installer and his reliable tools.

Powernail’s dependable line of quality tools leads the way for a trouble-free installation every time.

From pneumatic and manual nailers to their complete line of fasteners, Powernail will 

provide the reliable set of tools to get the job done right.

For more information on the professional’s choice for quality flooring nailers

and fasteners, contact Powernail at www.powernail.com.au.

Register to Win a FREE “PowerKit” at www.powernail.com.au/kit
(Kit includes a Model 445 Pneumatic Nailer with steel carrying case plus a PowerJack® 100 floor jack)

POWERNAIL Co.

Model 445/45
Pneumatic/
Manual Nailer
For 19 – 25 mm T&G
Hardwood Flooring and 16 
gage Powercleats® nails.

Model 50P/50M
Pneumatic/
Manual Nailer
For 10 – 15 mm Solid and
Exotic T&G Hardwood
Flooring and
18 gage
Powercleat®

nails.

Model 200/250
Pneumatic/
Manual Nailer
For 8 - 15 mm T&G
Engineered Flooring and
20 gage E Powercleat®

nails.

Powernail Ad.indd   1 7/9/07   4:26:39 PM



Spotted Gum New England Oak Stringybark Australian Beech

Ribbon Gum Messmate New England Blackbutt

Boral Timber launches new Mountain Range
The Mountain Range is a new palette of species in Boral 

Timber’s range of solid hardwood flooring that has been 

launched to meet the growing trend for lighter timber 

species and open plan living spaces.

The Mountain Range includes New England Oak, Messmate, 

Australian Beech, Stringybark, Ribbon Gum, Spotted Gum 

and New England Blackbutt.

From the mellow tones of New England Oak to the pale 

brown and golden hues of Australian Beech, Mountain 

Range timbers offer a range of colours for both commercial 

and domestic applications.

Boral Timber Flooring will even help you sell the Mountain 

Range with a new 16-page consumer brochure full of 

fantastic photography, a colour fan deck (a favourite with 

interior designers) and product sample swing sets.

For further information phone 1800 818 317 or visit  

www.boraltimberflooring.com.au


